Miracle deliverance
STATUE OF LIBERTY A 'BIBLICAL' CATASTROPHE INSPIRES EVIL MEN `BLOOD in the
Gulf of Mexico

Part Three

Pat Holliday, Ph.D. http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com/
“I am the Lord your God . . . You shall have no other gods before me. You shall not make for
yourself a graven image,” (Exodus 20:2-4).
Hurricane Alex Picks Up Speed
The storm becomes stronger in the Gulf of
Mexico as authorities declare a state of
emergency.

The winds of change are blowing

The most popular apostasy in Christendom today is
the teaching that God has revealed Himself in many
different ways to different cultures and that,
therefore, all religions worship the same god, but just
use different names. From this viewpoint, they say,
that Allah of Islam is the same as the Yahweh of
Judaism and both are the same as the Krishna of
Hinduism. The natural conclusion that is drawn from
this apostate idea is that there are many different
paths to God, Jesus being only one of them. This has
led liberal leaders of groups like The National Council
of Churches in the United States and the World
Council of Churches to condemn missionary activity
as "arrogant" and "anti-cultural."1
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A 'BIBLICAL' CATASTROPHE THAT GOD
WILL USE TO JUDGE THE DEMON
DRIVEN MEN AND WOMEN AND THEIR
FALSE IDOL GODS AND GODDESSES
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The polluted black chemical loaded rain will
fall on unjust also. The elites’ underground
garrisons; demonic defense forces; gold and
silver; mansions; jet planes and Satan
himself will not be able to protect them from
God’s wrath and judgment. He will judge the
paranormal powers behind these greedy rich
men. The Statue of Liberty has come into His
view and God will bring her to her knees,
killing her power and rule over the minds of
America. She has blinded them to her true
nature but the scales will fall from their eyes
and they will see her spiritual treachery. If
you just see a beautiful sculpture, a piece of
art sitting in the New York harbor, and fail to
see the dark, satanic powers that control the
minds of the people, you’ll miss the
significance of the supernatural truth of
Statue of Liberty ~ Mystery of Babylon.

FROLICKING IN THE OIL by Barry Chamish
(On The Beach, Florida) There is an oil leak in the Swamp Of Mexico that will never be
capped. The pressures from the deep shattered the pipe well below the surface, exploding
the funnel in many places. Oil is leaking from holes becoming too numerous to keep track of.
The beaches of Western Florida are now home to an ever increasing number of tar balls and
at the height of the season, tourism has all but died.1 To save the unsalvageable situation,
Florida's governor, Charlie Crist, took $25 million that was desperately needed to support the
newly unemployed, to distribute an ad inviting people to Florida's "pristine" beaches. Like
Netanyahu's flotilla argument, "But they attacked us first," Crist's was believed by no one.
Whether out of desperation or corruption, I care not, for I am now The Anti-Crist.
The reserve of oil gushing into the new swamp is reportedly the second biggest on earth.
When finally emptied, a billion barrels of oil will have escaped ... as I did from Israel. I ended
up in my safe Florida paradise, far from the deadly corruption of Israel. The computer
analyses say my paradise will be inundated in about six weeks.
Well, I've had it. No one or nothing is going to make me flee again. This leak is no disaster. It
provides us all with a wonderful opportunity to live in a beautiful new environment. I'm
looking forward to the arrival of the oil. And shouldn't we all be? What's a manatee ever
done for me? I can't wait to frolic in the oil. 2
1
2

www.barrychamish.com FROLICKING IN THE OIL by Barry Chamish
ibid
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Ezek. 7:19 – “They shall cast their silver in the streets, and their gold shall be removed: their
silver and their gold shall not be able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of the Lord: they
shall not satisfy their souls, neither
fill their bowels: because it is the
stumblingblock of their iniquity.”
KJV

They plan to kill approximately 90% of the world's population. The fact that they
are killing marine life is no surprise to me. Especially when I know that their
documents say that, "no food shall be grown that Monsanto don't own"(GMO
food). Poisoning the waterand killing the marine life is a "good" way to start it.
These money makers are sick, evil, perverted, murderous psychopaths. Nothing
surprises me anymore.

James 5:1-8 – “Go to now, ye rich
men, weep and howl for your
miseries that shall come upon you. 2
Your riches are corrupted, and your
garments are motheaten. 3 Your
gold and silver is cankered; and the
rust of them shall be a witness
against you, and shall eat your flesh
as it were fire. Ye have heaped
treasure together for the last days.
4 Behold, the hire of the labourers
who have reaped down your fields,
which is of you kept back by fraud,
crieth: and the cries of them which
have reaped are entered into the
ears of the Lord of sabaoth. 5 Ye
have lived in pleasure on the earth,
and been wanton; ye have
nourished your hearts, as in a day of
slaughter. 6 Ye have condemned
and killed the just; and he doth not
resist you. 7 Be patient therefore,
brethren, unto the coming of the
Lord. Behold, the husbandman
waiteth for the precious fruit of the
earth, and hath long patience for it,
until he receive the early and latter
rain. 8 Be ye also patient; stablish
your hearts: for the coming of the
Lord draweth nigh.” KJV
God will not forget them for their
greedy actions were against the
poor and His people.

God has permitted Satan to maintain
a degree of authority to deceive the
nations. But it is man who has given him THE RIGHT to do it. How is that? Because Satan
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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rules the darkness of this world, his realm
(kingdom) of operation, and that darkness is
found in the hearts of men who refuse to
love the truth.
(Rev. 13:2) reveals that the devil (the
dragon) has power: "the dragon gave him
his power." Strong's (G1410) says the word
"power" means "miraculous power," (Rev
13:2). God=s intention was that his POWER,
THRONE AND AUTHORITY was given
to Adam to rule the earth. He renounced his
power when he obeyed Satan, giving him
the reigns of his authority.
Then we get The BP oil spill

\History Channel Mega Disasters
- Methane Explosion
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=25BE42PzZZc
Toxic oil spill and toxic rains could
destroy North America
http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=Yxn7fQy2Bs&feature=related
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In April 20, 2010 an oil rig blew up in the
Gulf of Mexico killing eleven men. It sunk,
causing a 'volcano' of oil to gush
uncontrollably out into the Gulf. They have
not been able plug; or better yet, the
illuminates’ seemingly are not trying to cap
the oil disaster. BP, an international oil
company have been able to block the local
state governors, working in agreement of
our Dr. Doolittle President, Obama, who is
subjected to the shadow government
keeping the chaos flowing. It’s reaching
the shores of the pristine beaches. The
chemicals they are spraying on the waters
are more toxic than the oil which nature
would take care of.
Pat says, “This is a vision which a
revivalist preacher, A. A. Allen had in
July 4, 1954.
The excerpts that were
taken from a book that he wrote, “My
vision of the Destruction of America Atop
Empire State Building.”
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He saw that large part of
the U.S. population will die,
but America will survive;
Germany survived World
War II.
America will
survive World War III but
will be destroyed.

Opening the Heavens in Florida

In the Transformation Florida photo above, note Ken
Malone with a raised index finger and his associate
holding an upraised sword. In his book, The
Illuminati Formula Used to Create an Undetectable
Total Mind Controlled Slave, Fritz Springmeier has
informed us that “A raised forefinger or two raised
forefingers while a speaker is talking means that the
message is a Masonic message coming from a
Masonic speaker.” (49:380) This hand signal alone
would not identify Malone as an occultist, however,
the raised sword is a telltale sign that a satanic ritual
is in progress. Traditionally wielded by sorcerers as
an instrument of high magick endued with
supernatural power, the sword is more specifically a
magical weapon for conjuring evil spirits to inflict
harm. http://watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html

http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles
/PH/PH.htm

... As I stepped to the
telescope and dropped in my
dime,
immediately,
the
ticking started again. Tallow
me to use the telescope for a
definitely limited time only.
… That morning, much of
the view was impaired by
fog. But suddenly as the
spirit of the Lord came upon
me the fog seemed to clear,
until it seemed that I could
see for thousands of miles.
But that which I was looking
upon was not Manhattan
Island. It was the entire
North American continent
spread out before me as a
map is spread upon a table.
I suddenly realized that the
telescope had nothing to do
with what I was seeing, but
that it was a vision coming
directly from God. And to
prove this to myself, I took
my eyes away from the
telescope, so that I was no
longer looking through the
lens, but the same scene
remained spread before me.
There, clear and distinct, lay
all the North American
continent, with all its great
cities. …

THE ‘SPILL’ (UNCONTROLLED GUSH) WILL DEVASTATE AMERICA?

A SPIRITUAL MIND TO SEE GOD’S PURPOSES
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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I SAW THE STATUE OF LIBERTY IN
THE MEXICO GULF
It was not the East River and the Hudson River that I saw on either
side, but the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. And instead of the
Statue of Liberty standing there in the bay on her small island, I
saw her standing far out in the Gulf of Mexico. She was between
the United States and me.

I questioned why God
revealed to A. A. Allen a
moved Statue of Liberty to
the Gulf of Mexico.
WHY?
The Statue was planted by the
Illuminates at the gateway of
the City of New York and
America in Ellis Island,
welcoming the immigrants
from around the world; God
Allen revealed his horrific
vision, it didn’t seem possible
even make any sense to place
the Statue of Liberty in the
Gulf of Mexico.
Are we that terminal generation
that will see all the signs of the
coming of the Lord?

`Pat says: You have to see the
Statue of Liberty through the
eyes of the Illuminati to
understand its significance; It was
placed at the entrance gate of
America replacing her Christian
God with the idol patterned after
the Roman goddess Libertas, modified to resemble a robed Egyptian peasant, with light
beaming out from both a headband and a torch thrust dramatically upward into the skies..
We are presently seeing our leaders working to connect us into Canada and Mexico. I believe
that God was showing A. A. Allen the time frame when his vision would begin to unfold the
beginning of the end of American Freedom. The Idol communicated a secret meaning of the
conspiratorial elitists’ who envision a New World of their rise to their progressing toward a
kind of godhood, or “Christ-Consciousness”. The servants to the New World Order elite
employ alchemy, satanic magic and mind-mangling witchcraft to They have a plan and
slavishly work toward the endgame to their final stages of their envisioned world utopia.
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The effects of COREXIT on Marine life
Corexit Is Killing The Gulf (Part I)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2fldJnaNp0&
feature=related
Corexit Is Killing The Gulf Part II
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzj2lZDEJMw
&NR=1
Is BP engaged in criminal negligence? It only pretends to clean-up its mess when government officials arrive for photoops. BP and its employees have given more than
$3.5 million to federal candidates over the past 20 years, with the
largest chunk of their money going to Obama. 1
BP Chairman Carl Henric Svanberg told reporters earlier this month: “I hear comments sometimes that large
oil
companies are greedy companies or don’t care, but that is not the case with BP. We care about the small people.”1
We can always depend that God will stand with the “small people” and so back in the fifties, he gave the vision
concerning the Statue of Liberty to a Pentecostal preacher, A. A. Allen and placing God’s dealings with this Idol in the
Gulf of Mexico.

Some NAM terms you may hear
are: holistic, synergistic, unity,
oneness,
harmony,
transformation, personal growth,
human potential, awakening,
networking, energy, cleansing,
and
consciousness.
A
disproportionate amount of NAM
books and texts contain the word
“self”. That is because, as we said
earlier, man is the central figure.
One must improve one’s “self” to
become one with nature and
god. You may also hear New Age
followers using Christian terms.
This is because they view Jesus as
a man who excelled at spiritual
evolution and progression, and
was tuned into his “Christ
Consciousness.” Do not be
fooled, though. The Christian
terms you will hear will have a
different meaning to a New Ager
than they will for you. 3
America has fallen into a strong
delusion, as the illuminists work
to reinvent the world and mold
civilization into a hellish, new last
days design to structure her
quality to lead a New World
Babylonian Religion.
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=25BE42PzZZc

Rev 14:14, 15 – “And I looked,
and behold a white cloud, and
upon the cloud one sat like unto
the Son of man, having on his
head a golden crown, and in his
hand a sharp sickle. And another
angel came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to him that sat on the cloud, Thrust in
3

http://www.contenderministries.org/newage.php
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thy sickle, and reap: for the time is come for thee to reap; for the harvest of the earth is ripe.”
KJV

Just think, hardly
anyone is
praying….

‘BIBLICAL’
CATASTROPHE
THAT WILL AFFECT
US ALL
The toxic oil and gas are being added to by the
lethal ‘dispersant’ being used by BP to
(theoretically, for public consumption only)
‘disperse the oil’. They are using Corexit 9500
which is so toxic it has been banned in Europe,
although Europe is likely to get it anyway via
the Gulf Stream.4
Corexit is manufactured by a corporation called
Nalco, once part of Exxon Mobil, and the
current leadership includes executives from
Exxon and BP. The European Union Times
said of Corexit:
‘A dire report prepared for President
Medvedev by Russia’s Ministry of Natural
Resources is warning today that the British
Petroleum (BP) oil and gas leak in the Gulf of
Mexico is about to become the worst
environmental catastrophe in all of human
history threatening the entire eastern half of
the North American continent with “total
destruction” …

… Russian scientists are basing their
apocalyptic destruction assessment due to BP’s use of millions of gallons of the chemical
dispersal agent known as Corexit 9500 which is being pumped directly into the leak of this
wellhead over a mile under the Gulf of Mexico waters and designed, this report says, to keep
hidden from the American public the full, and tragic, extent of this leak that is now estimated
to be over 2.9 million gallons a day.’5
BP has told the US government that 400,000 gallons of this environmental destroyer has been
sprayed into the sea with another 805,000 gallons already ordered.
4

http://www.davidicke.com/headlines/35532-and-the-sea-shall-turn-to-blood--a-biblical-catastrophe-thatwill-affect-us-all
5
ibid
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You might think at first hearing that it is blatantly crazy to use Corexit when there are some 12
other less toxic and more effective dispersants approved by the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). Two of those on the EPA list ‘were found to be 100 percent effective on Gulf of
Mexico crude, while the two Corexit products rated 56 percent and 63 percent effective’.6

BP Probe: Methane Bubble Triggered Rig Blast

“As I watched in horror, the great black
cloud stopped just above the Great Lake
region, and turned its face toward New York
City.
Allen sees the skeleton bend and takes action to
destroy the continent of America. Where are those
mighty men of the illuminati to protect the land that
they stole from the people. There is no movement of
defense from the diabolical figure.

Chemtrails
FULL]

Versus

Sylphs

[WATCH

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgiVuytprXE&feat
ure=related

A sylph is a female creature that inhabits air;
an elemental soulless female being imagined to
inhabit the air.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
KzsUY440h4g&NR=1&feature=fvwp
America has fallen into a strong
delusion, as the illuminists work to
reinvent the world and mold
civilization into a hellish, new last days
design to structure her quality to lead
a New World Babylonian Religion.
MEXICO THE BEGINNING OF THE END
On March 23, 2005 in Waco, Texas, the
leaders of North America – George W.
Bush, Vicente Fox and Paul Martin –
created the Security and Prosperity
Partnership for North America (SPP).
This declaration represents the second
trilateral political instrument following
the Declaration of Quebec in April 2001.
The SPP’s goal is to consolidate,
increase
and
strengthen
the
cooperation between Canada, the
United States and Mexico in order to
build a more prosperous and secure
region.
THE SKELETON BLOWS A
MASSIVE CHEMICAL GASIOUS
SUBSTANCE
Allen goes on to say: “As I watched in
horror, the great black cloud stopped
just above the Great Lake region, and
turned its face toward New York City.
Then out of the horrible, great, gaping
mouth began to appear wisps of white
vapor, which looked like smoke, as a

6
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cigarette smoker would low puffs of smoke from his mouth. These whitish vapors were being
blown toward New York City. The smoke began to spread, until it had covered all the eastern
part of the United States.
Pat says, sounds like a description of Chemtrails.

Chemtrail spraying started in the winter of 1997-98 over most of North America. We noticed
an improvement in 2002 with the advent of orgone generators and the chembuster. Things
improved further in early 2004 with an influx into earth's atmosphere of giant Sylphs from
other parts of our solar system which ZS Livingstone had predicted some months before their
arrival. Locally, at least, Sylphs seemed to be doing a remarkable job of detoxifying the skies
of most chemtrail poisons and leaving transmuted cloud banks in their wake. In the last couple
of years, from what I could see here, Sylphs seemed to be able to ingest and transmute
chemtrails as fast as they were spraying them out (and I'm not the only one who noticed that). 7

7

http://educate-yourself.org/lte/michiganchemtrails22sep09.shtml
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Chemtrail Phenomenon EKBTV
Conference PT. 1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mvaEGNdG9A&fe
ature=channel

New World Order and the
Chemtrails Connection
Ex 12:23 – “For the Lord will pass
through to smite the Egyptians; and
when he seeth the blood upon the lintel,
and on the two side posts, the Lord will
pass over the door, and will not suffer
the destroyer to come in unto your
houses to smite you.” KJV
1 Peter 1:2 – “Elect according to the
foreknowledge of God the Father,
through sanctification of the Spirit,
unto obedience and sprinkling of the
blood of Jesus Christ: Grace unto you,
and peace, be multiplied.” KJV
The government and mainstream media are
covering up the fact there are aircraft on
most days spraying a mixture which is very
bad for people's health over many countries:
the UK, USA, most European countries,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, etc.

Scientist and researcher, Rosie Bertell
continues to provide damning evidence
concerning the military, government, scientists,
giant corporations (the Illuminati) involvement
in the world-wide sinister "Black Project"
known as Chemtails. International collusion,
aerial pharmacopoeia are explored and all
point to the New World (dis)Order.

Millions of people are filming the aircraft as
they are spraying. Thousands of videos are
at YouTube and other video sites. Many
millions of people around the world are
alarmed by this criminal spraying and are
trying to find a way to stop it.

LOOK IN THE SKY: On most days you
will see there are some aircraft which leave
no trail or a short trail behind them (this is
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j
normal), and you will see other aircraft
8NmzfjIkI0&feature=related
which leave a very long or continuous trail.
If you watch for one hour, you will see the
very long trails do not disappear, they
expand in size, and eventually you can see that the WHITE POWDER which makes up these
trails has come right down to ground level, and covers the windows of homes, the screens of
cars, etc.
The white powder has been analyzed hundreds of times, and is shown to be a highly dangerous
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substance. We have all been breathing large quantities
of this substance for many years. It has a very bad
effect on all life, not just humans. 8

What's the difference between a jet contrail and a
chemtrail? According to the U.S. Air Force, jet contrails form above 33,000 feet when
hot engine exhaust momentarily condenses ice crystals into pencil-thin vapor trails
that quickly vanish like the wake behind a boat.
Chemtrails (CTs) look like contrails initially, but are much thicker, extend across the
sky and are often laid down in varying patterns of Xs, tick-tack-toe grids, crosshatched and parallel lines. Instead of quickly dissipating, chemtrails expand and drip
feathers and mare s tails. In 30 minutes or less, they open into wispy formations which
join together, forming a thin white veil or a "fake cirrus-type cloud" that persists for
hours. 9
ALLEN’S VISION CONTINUES ON:

8

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Chemtrails+pictures#focal=f4130b4d9cf836da039dff16cba251d7&
furl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.worldgathering.net%2Fimages%2Fstopkillingus7.jpg
9
ibid
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Suddenly the frightful being began to
breathe its great destruction over the land.
The whitish vapors blew its deadly attack
with gas from coast to coast.
Then the skeleton turned to the west, and
out of the horrible mouth and nostrils came
another great puff of white smoke. This
time it was blown in the direction of the
west coast. In a few moments time, the
entire west coast and Los Angeles area
were covered with its vapors.”
The dreadful ogre of death continued its
assignment of murder and still not one
sign of defense for the masses of people in
America. The paranormal specter started
again, uninterruptedly racing toward what
seemed to be its target, the Statue of
Liberty whose spirit was now stationed in
the Gulf of Mexico. Isn’t it interesting,
though the evil men of the illuminati
created Communism and destroyed the
monarchy of Russia, it will be Russian
Communism that will destroy them and all
their depraved plans to rule the world?
STATUE OF LIBERTY STRUGGLE TO SURVIVE IN GULF OF MEXICO
Allen goes on to say, then toward the center came a third great puff. As I watched, St. Louis and
Kansas City were enveloped in its white vapors. Then on it came toward New Orleans. Then on
they swept until they reached the Statue of Liberty where she stood staggering drunkenly in the
blue waters of the Gulf. As the white vapors began to spread around the head of the Statue, she
took in but one gasping breath, and then began to cough as though to rid her lungs of the horrible
vapors she had inhaled.
Pat says, the spirit of death ruthlessly dominates the idea of planting their goddess of liberty
to enslave the people of America by blowing its deadly breathing spell. And another power
was destroying it.
One could readily discern by the painful coughing that those white vapors had seared her
lungs. What were these white vapors? Could they signify bacteriological warfare that could
destroy multitudes of people in a few moments time? Or could they be the new G-gas, the
horrible nerve gas recently made known to the American public? …

http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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Indeed, Val Peterson, Federal Civil
Defense Administrator, estimates
that … "Nerve gas used by an
enemy with maximum efficiency
could be deadlier than an atomic
bomb." Right now you and your
family, all of us, are unprotected
against the threat of this terror
weapon. … The Army calls it GB;
it's an odorless, colorless, tasteless
nerve gas designed to destroy
people
with
paralyzing
suddenness. We have it; so do the
Russians. G-gas, as nerve gas is
sometimes called, is cheap to
produce, a small amount can do
the job, and it leaves a nation's
industrial plants, utilities and
buildings intact for an occupying
power.…

Rev. 2:22-23 –“Behold, I will cast her into a bed, and them
that commit adultery with her into great tribulation, except
they repent of their deeds. 23 And I will kill her children with
death; and all the churches shall know that I am he which
searcheth the reins and hearts: and I will give unto every one
of you according to your works.” KJV

Allen says, ‘As I looked with
wonder upon the vision God had
given me, I wondered could it be
this horrible Gas, which was
causing the Statue of Liberty to
react so violently, as it floated
about her head, looking like an
innocent cloud?
Then I heard the voice of God, as
He spoke:
"Behold, the Lord maketh the
earth empty, and maketh it waste,
and turneth it upside down, and
scattereth abroad the inhabitants
thereof."

"And it shall be, as with the people, so with the priest; as with the servant, so with his
master; as with the buyer, so with the seller; as with the lender, so with the borrower; as
with the taker of usury, so with the giver of usury to him. “The land shall be utterly
emptied, and utterly spoiled: for the Lord hath spoken this word. The earth mourneth and
fadeth away, the world languisheth and fadeth away, and the haughty people of the earth
do languish. The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof; because they have
transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant. "Therefore
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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hath the curse devoured the earth, and they that dwell therein are desolate: therefore the
inhabitants of the earth are burned and
few men left." (Isaiah 24:6)
POWER OF THE STATUE OF
LIBERTY DIES IN THE GULF OF
MEXICO
“As I watched, Allen said, “The coughing
grew worse. It sounded like a person about
to cough out his lungs. The Statue of
Liberty was moaning and groaning. She
was in mortal agony. The pain must have
been terrific, as again and again, she tried
to clear her lungs of those horrible white
vapors. I watched her there in the Gulf, as
she staggered, clutching her lungs and her
breast with her hands. Then she fell to her
knees. In a moment, she gave one final
cough, made a last desperate effort to rise
from her knees, and then fell face forward
into the waters of the gulf, and lay still still as death. Tears ran down my face as I
realized that she was dead! Only the
lapping of the waves, splashing over her
body, which was partly under the water,
and partly out of the water, broke the
stillness.…
Again, we see Allen tearfully agonizing with the death of the wicked Idol. She is dead.
It means that the power of the paranormal being had killed her. The demons that
motivated here are defeated by God. It means the Devil worshipers that elevated her
presence at the gateway of our country had suffered utter trouncing at the hands of the
“friend” that they had created, Communism!
Christians in America are not taught about the dangers of Idolatry. I’ve seen pastors go to
third countries and bring home pieces of idolatry. Sadly, I’ve seen people die from having
pagan idols in their homes. They always say, “Oh, these are just pieces of art, I don’t
worship them.”
Bishop Vagalas Kanco will leave a meeting, packed full of people to go to a house and
destroy the occult objects in a home. He’s from Ghana West Africa and knows the dangers
of the Devil’s toys. He says, “If you don’t destroy them, they’ll kill the people after they
have deliverance.”
PEOPLE RUN FOR THEIR LIVES
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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[2010 Feb] Bill Gates: We can lower the world's population with
vaccines “if we do a really great job on vaccines, health care,
reproductive health services, we could lower that [his initial 2050
global population projection of 9-billion] by perhaps about 10 to 15
percent.”

Then
Allen
saw
another
devastating scene. Suddenly the
screaming of sirens shattered the
silence; Sirens that seemed to
scream "RUN FOR YOUR
LIVES!"
Never before had I heard such
shrill, screaming sirens. They
seemed to be everywhere - to the
north, the south, the east and the
west. There seemed to be
multitudes of sirens. And as I
looked, I saw people everywhere
running. But it seemed none of
them ran more than a few paces,
and then they fell. And even as I
had seen the Statue of Liberty
struggling to regain her poise
and balance, and finally falling
for the last time, to die on her
face, I now saw millions of
people falling in the streets, on
the sidewalks, struggling. I heard
their screams for mercy and
help. I heard their horrible
coughing, as though their lungs
had been seared with fire.

A BETTER PLAN ~ THEY COULD KILL THEMSELVES ~ MAKE ROOM
FOR A KINDER GENTLER PEOPLE

http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com

Pat says, “The people had
followed these horrible men of
debauchery and like their idol,
they followed her into death.
Notice also the paragraphs
that describe some hiding in
shelters, protected from the
destruction. You will also
notice that the context is
clearly given as World War III
and the wrath of God upon the
entire world. All nations will
suffer destruction during that
time, including the U.S., but
many nations will survive and
so will America.
America pastors have said
things about me such as, “I
Page 16

like Pat Holliday and I think she is called of God,
but sometimes she gets a little too far out.” So when
you go to their houses, you will find many pieces of
idolatry and the Devil has a heyday with their lives.
Genocide movement
Bill Gates says, “If we do a really great job on
vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we
could lower that [his initial 2050 global population
projection of 9-billion] by perhaps about 10 to 15
percent.” ---Bill Gates

Dan 7:25-26
“And he shall speak great words
against the most High, and shall wear
out the saints of the most High, and
think to change times and laws: and
they shall be given into his hand until
a time and times and the dividing of
time.

26 But the judgment shall sit, and
they shall take away his dominion, to
consume and to destroy it unto the
end.”KJV

[Bill Gates has cleverly rescued the vaccine industry
through GAVI while gaining kudos for "benevolence",
and giving legs to the covert vaccine genocide &
Sterilization programmes.]
[2010 Feb] Bill Gates: We can lower the world's
population with vaccines “if we do a really great job on
vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we
could lower that [his initial 2050 global population
projection of 9-billion] by perhaps about 10 to 15
percent.”....We proposed several years back a birth
control vaccine which induces the formation of
antibodies against the human pregnancy hormone, the
human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG).10
The Book of Daniel, chapter 11, says that the
willful king (Antichrist) will honor a "strange god" -a god whom his father’s knew not . . . a "god of
forces . . .”
SATAN HAS RELEASED AN ARMY OF EVIL
SPIRITS
The Spirit of God revealed to John in a vision that in
the last days, demon spirits would be released upon
the earth which would go forth to deceive the world.
(Rev. 16:13-14), “And I saw three unclean spirits
like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and
out of the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth
of the false prophet.”
These three spirits that John saw represent lying,
deceiving, seducing demon spirits that are going to be

10

http://www.whale.to/vaccine/bill_gates.html
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released by Satan. (Rev. 16:14). “For they are the spirits of devils, working miracles, which go forth
unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great day of
God Almighty.”

WORLD WAR MISSILES ATTACK AMERICA

John 10:10-12 – “The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to destroy: I am
come that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly. 11 I am the
good shepherd: the good shepherd giveth his life for the sheep.m12 But he that is an
hireling, and not the shepherd, whose own the sheep are not, seeth the wolf coming, and
leaveth the sheep, and fleeth: and the wolf catcheth them, and scattereth the sheep.” KJV
Matt. 24:7 “For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there
shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places.” KJV
Allen’s vision continues: “I heard the moanings and groanings of the doomed and the dying. As I
watched, a few finally readied shelters. But only a few ever got to the shelters, and above the
moaning and the groaning of the dying multitudes, I heard these words:
"A noise shall come even to the ends of the earth; for the Lord hath a controversy with the
nations, He will plead with all flesh; He will give them that are wicked to the sword, saith
the Lord. Behold evil shall go forth from nation to nation, and a great whirlwind shall be
raised up from the coasts of the earth. And the slain of the Lord shall be at that day from
one end of the earth even unto the other end of the earth: they shall not he lamented,
neither gathered nor burled; they shall be dung upon the ground," (Jer. 25:31-33.)
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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Then Allen sees a terrifying scene, a worldwide military conflict He saw the United States
being attack by missiles from the sea. It is believed that he saw an atomic war in action. It
is interesting to note here that many have testified about underground safe places for the
elite. While the masses were killed with some strange gas vapor, those who were “safely
underground,” were now being dealt with nuclear warfare.
The Statue of Liberty is one of the primary reasons for America’s coming destruction. If
you make room for the Devil, he will fill it.
BACK TO A. A. ALLEN’S VISION AMERICA TO FACE AN ATOMIC WAR?

No doubt many who are reading this are wondering, "Will America actually be invaded; will she
have to pay for her wickedness and sin, and for turning her back upon God? Will the wrath and
fury of God’s judgment fall upon Uncle Sam? Will America be invaded by Russia? Will Russia
use the horrible G gas that can kill millions in a few seconds time? Will she resort to biological
warfare that could kill literally millions over night? Will Russia resort to the use of hydrogen
weapons?

http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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Could God allow such a
horrible thing to happen to
America? In reply to all these
questions, permit me to quote a
few scriptures, and make a
few
thought-provoking
statements. 11
America has been sowing with
a free hand, preparing for a
tremendous harvest - but what
has she sown? She has sown
over
100,000,000
million
babies aborted. She has
encouraged divorce witchcraft;
and has instituted laws to
protect
the
perverse
homosexuals and to remove
God from its land; her churches
following
another
Jesus,
another gospel, another spirit.
The rich stealing from the poor,
and we could go on and on.
God declares that as sure as
America has sown, SHE
SHALL REAP!
"The wicked shall be turned
into Hell, and all nations that
forget God," (Psa. 9:17).
ROCKET-LIKE OBJECTS

THE WORLD RESPONDS WITH WORLD
WAR 111

Allen describes a terrifying
scene: “Then suddenly I saw
from the Atlantic and from the
Pacific, and out of the Gulf,
rocket-like objects that seemed
to come up like fish leaping out
of the water. High into the air
they leaped, each headed in a
different
direction,
but
everyone toward the United
States. On the ground, the
sirens screamed louder. And up
from the ground I saw similar

11

"America, The Babylon, Copyright © 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 by R.A. Coombes, See chapter 9 of
my book: "America, The Babylon."
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rockets beginning to ascend.

THE PALE HORSE RIDER
Rev 6:7, “And when he had opened the
fourth seal, I heard the voice of the
fourth beast say, Come and see. 8
And I looked, and behold a pale horse:
and his name that sat on him was
Death, and Hell followed with him. And
power was given unto them over the
fourth part of the earth, to kill with
sword, and with hunger, and with
death, and with the beasts of the
earth.” KJV

To me, these appeared to be interceptor rockets
although they arose from different points all over the
United States. However none of them seemed to be
successful in intercepting the rockets that had risen
from the ocean on every side. These rockets finally
reached their maximum height, slowly turned over, and
fell back toward the earth in defeat.
Pat says, you will notice, when the rockets fly, and
then there is a counter attack. The bunkers will not
protect those elitist that planned the destruction of
America. They will die too.
Allen says, ‘Then suddenly, the rockets, which had
leaped out of the oceans like fish all, exploded at once.
The explosion was earsplitting. The next thing, which I
saw, was a huge ball of fire. The only thing I have ever
seen which resembled the thing I saw in my vision was
the picture of the explosion of the H-bomb, somewhere
in the South Pacific some months ago. In my vision, it
was so real I seemed toel a searing heat from it.”
Pat says, they too will die, for they too were slaves to
the masters of death. One of the elements that make
this vision authentic is the mention of interceptor
missiles, which did not exist until the advent of
STARWARS, Strategic Defense Missiles that are
supposed to be able to hit incoming nuclear missiles;
but many people say they cannot do the job. This
prophecy says they cannot.
The judgment of God will vanquish all His
enemies.
Allen continues his describe his apostolically
vision. “As the vision spread before my eyes, and I
viewed the widespread desolation brought about by the
terrible explosions, I could not help thinking, "While
the defenders of our nation have quibbled over what
means of defense to use, and neglected the only true
means of defense, faith and dependence upon the true
and living God, the thing, which she greatly feared, has
come unto her! How true it has proven that ‘Except the
Lord keep the city, the watchman watcheth but in
vain.’"

http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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UNDERGROUND CITIES ~ THE ELITE WILL GO UNDERGROUND
Washington D.C. - All of the buildings in the United States Capitol Complex are connected by a
series of tunnels and underground walkways, which provide easy passage between legislative
office buildings, the Capitol building, the Capitol Visitor Center, and the Library of Congress in
cold and inclement weather. The tunnels connecting individual office buildings are open to the
public, but those connecting to the Capitol require security clearance to use. Small electric
tramways run from the Capitol building to the Russell, Dirksen, and Hart Senate Office
Buildings and to the Rayburn House Office Building. The tunnel between the Capitol and the
Cannon House Office Building displays winning pieces of artwork from the annual
Congressional Art Competition for high school students.

UNDERGROUND CITIY
WASHINGTON D.C.

They will only come out from the
underground to defend themselves and
respond to the missile attack.
Allen describes another scene: ‘Then as the
noise of battle subsided, to my ears came this
quotation from Joel, the second chapter: "Blow
ye the trumpet in Zion, and sound an alarm
in my holy mountain: let all the inhabitants of
the land tremble: for the day of the Lord
cometh for it is nigh at hand."A day of
darkness and of gloominess, a day of clouds
and of thick darkness, as the morning spread
upon the mountains: a great people and a
strong: there hath not been ever the like it,
neither shall be any more after it, even to the
years of many generations.

"A fire devoureth before them: and
behind them a flame burneth: the land is as
the Garden of Eden before them, and behind
them a desolate wilderness; yea, and nothing
shall escape them. The appearance of them is
as the appearance of horses; and as
horsemen, so shall they run. Like the noise of
chariots on the tops of mountains shall they
leap, like the noise of a flame of fire that
devoureth the stubble, as a strong people set
in baffle array. Before their face the people
shall be much pained: all faces shall gather blackness.
"They shall run like mighty men: they shall climb the wall like men of war; and they
shall march everyone on his ways, and they shall not break their ranks: Neither shall one
thrust another; they shall walk everyone on in his path: and when they fall upon the sword,
they shall not be wounded. "The shall run to and fro in the city; they shall run upon the
wall, they shall climb upon the houses; they shall enter in at the windows like a thief. "The
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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earth shall quake before them; the heavens shall tremble: the sun and the moon shall be
dark, and the stars shall withdraw their shining," (Joel 2:1-10).

BEELZEBUB KISSES
OBAMA
Obama admits the end of the
world? (Top Kill Oil Spill.) (Did He
cause it?)
http://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=7JLwz-oWEpA&NR=1

Allen continued: “Then the voice was still. The earth, too,
was silent, the silence, with the silence of death. And then
to my ears came another sound - a sound of distant
singing. It was the sweetest music I had ever heard. There
was joyful shouting, and sounds of happy laughter.
Immediately, I knew it was the rejoicing of the saints of
God. I looked, and there high in the heaven, above the
smoke and poisonous gases, above the noise of battle, I
saw a huge mountain. It seemed to be of solid rock, and I
knew at once that this was the Mountain of the Lord.
The sounds of music and rejoicing were coming from a
cleft, high up in the side of the rock mountain. It was the
saints of God who were doing the rejoicing. It was God’s
own people who were singing and dancing and shouting
with joy, safe from all harm which had come upon the
earth, for they were hidden away in the cleft of the rock.” 1
There in the cleft, they were shut in, protected by a great,
giant hand which reached out of the heavens, and which
was none other than the hand of God, shutting them in,
until the storm be over passed. "Be not deceived; God is
not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth that shall he
also reap. For he that soweth to the flesh shall of the flesh
reap corruption." (Gal. 6:7).
"Liberty will be Decapitated!"
American Christians do not understand how
offensive Idol worship is to their true God, Jesus.
They also do not understand that Idols have an
enslaving, demonic power. Idols are more than
decorations.

Michael Steele To Barack
Obama: Stop Playing Golf
Until Oil Spill Ends
one world religion too.

Remember the Bible story of the first world
government leader, Nebuchadnezzar. He built a
colossal idol and issued a degree that everyone must
worship it or die. He had organized a world,
idolatrous religion and the elitist globalist will build a

The spiritual yoking power over the people is seen when they all, like zombies, drop to
their knees or faces and bow and worship the Idol. When a human being worships an
idol, they are actually worshiping the demon which is the power behind the idol.
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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In the final days of Jesus' ministry he became very clear as to Himself and His purpose. So it is

Alex spreads tar balls, oily water along Gulf
'We lost all the progress,' says one technician; tides add to
hurricane

WHY DID OBAMA REFUSE HELP IN THE GULF FROM 30 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES? TODAY
IS DAY 80 AND NO HELP

THE BOOK OF REVELATION'S PREDICTIONS: DID IT PREDICT THE GULF COAST OIL SPILL?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yThSfH_Ls8&feature=related

now, the judgment against the whore and her followers are now laid out in clear relief. This
editorial simply makes it plain. The time is come to awaken.
"And many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and
some to shame [and] everlasting contempt. And they that be wise shall shine as the brightness
of the firmament; and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars forever and ever. But
thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, [even] to the time of the end: many shall
run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased....Many shall be purified, and made white,
and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand; but the
wise shall understand.” (From Daniel 12)
NERO played the fiddle while Rome burned . . . .
Obama goes to Chicago for a Barbecue, entertains Basketball players and Beatles singer, goes
to baseball games, and on and on...OH...plays multiple games of Golf...It is ok for Obama to
"enjoy" life while Gulf Residents battle the oil with NO HELP from OBAMA because he will
not send skimmers or let other countries help or send aid...what a horrible President in not
waiving the JONES ACT like Bush did IMMEDIATELY after Katrina. TWO-FACE...is the
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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only thing I can think of and Obama has placed attention on BP official Hayward to get it off
him. Obama is SUPPOSED to look after us and he refuses to guard our borders and keep
Americans from being MURDERED every day! This is UPSIDE DOWN... Hey
Americans...wake up...this mess is not Hayward...IT IS OBAMA!!

THE GATES OF HELL

Pat says, while the blackwhite puppet of the elite,
President Obama plays golf;
dances, entertains stars and
sports
figures,
B.P.
is
forbidding local help from the
affected states and guarding
the greatest disaster our
country has ever seen to keep
the chaos active. The creators
of reinventing the new world
believe they have to fashion it
out of turmoil and chaos.
Meanwhile, according to
(Reuters) - As much as 1
million times the normal
level of methane gas has
been found in some regions
near the Gulf of Mexico oil
spill, enough to potentially
deplete oxygen and create a
dead zone, U.S. scientists
said on Tuesday.12

The Apostle John forewarns, ABeloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits,
whether they are of God, because many false prophets are gone out into the
world. Hereby know we the Spirit of God, every spirit that confesses that Jesus
Christ is coming in the flesh is of God, and every spirit that confesses not that
Jesus Christ has come in the flesh, is not of God and this is that spirit of antichrist
whereof you have hear that it should come and even now, already is in the
world,@ (I Jn. 4).
Meanwhile, all the elected governors obey BP’s taking control of the disaster with hands off
position and coward by the playing President. America finds herself void of the 10th
amendment for states to act in their best interest against the Federal Government. Obama
plays the Nero harp while the oil daily creeps toward Florida beaches and the entire region
is paralyzed in the face of this great disaster.
12

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE65L6IA20100622
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“Your gold and silver is
cankered; and the rust of
them shall be a witness
against you.”

GRAND ISLE, Louisiana — Seven-foot waves
and 25 mph winds generated by Hurricane
Alex, along with high tides, pushed more oil
from the massive spill onto Gulf Coast beaches
Wednesday.
In Louisiana, heavy rains pounded the Grand
Isle region, causing flash flooding in low-lying
areas. Long bolts of lightning streaked the dark
skies, keeping oil-cleanup operations locked
down. A pounding surf had moved some of the
boom that lines the beach.
Coast Guard Cmdr. Joe Higgens said the booms
protecting the region would probably take a
beating because of heavy seas and storm surge,
and workers will start putting the barriers back
in place once the weather clears.
Earlier Wednesday, Alex pushed an oil patch
toward Grand Isle and uninhabited Elmer's
Island, dumping tar balls as big as apples on the
beach.
"The sad thing is that it's been about three weeks
since we had any big oil come in here," marine
science technician Michael Malone said. "With
this weather, we lost all the progress we made."

RICH MISERABLE MEN
The Apostle James calls these rich men
miserable and tells them to weep and howl.
He seems to refer here in the spirit of
prophecy to the destruction that is coming and
foretells the desolations that is coming to this
selfish, greedy people.
James, under the inspiration of God tells them, “Your riches are corrupted”; riches, is to be
taken here, not for gold, silver, or precious stones (for these could not putrefy), but for the
produce of the fields and flocks, the different stores of grain, wine, and oil, which they had
laid up in their granaries, and the various changes of raiment which they had amassed in their
wardrobes. Then James challenges them, “Your gold and silver is cankered; and the rust of
them shall be a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were fire. Ye have heaped
treasure together for the last days.”
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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Gold and silver not bad if these things are obtained honestly and used properly. However
James points to God’s judgment upon the riches of these end time rich people, “Your gold
and silver is cankered. Instead of helping the poor, and thus honoring God with your
substance, ye have, through the principle of covetousness, kept all to yourselves. James
continues underscoring God’s verdict concerning of His divine punishment for their folly of
pride and sin. “The rust of them shall be a witness against you.”

America Is Under A Spell 1/4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lqUvEcV3M&feature=related
Liberty Enlightening the World or Powers of
Darkness Conquering the World?
We have been blessed in America with a lot of liberty
and freedom that most countries do not enjoy. As the
Body of Christ we must hunker down, intercede and
pray for the lost, our families, and the Body of Christ
while there is still time. As tyranny abounds around
the globe, we must stay steadfast in the Lord and not
get offended at one another, especially in the Body of
Christ.

Your putrefied stores, your
moth-eaten garments, and your
tarnished coin, are so many
proofs that it was not for want
of property that you assisted
not the poor, but through a
principle of avarice; loving
money, not for the sake of
what it could procure, but for
its own sake, which is the
genuine principle of the miser.
This was the very character
given to this people by our Lord
himself; he called them, lovers
of
money.
Against
this
despicable and abominable
disposition, the whole of Luke
12 is leveled; but it was their
easily besetting sin, and is so to
the present day.
“Shall eat your flesh as it were
fire.” This is a very bold and
sublime figure. He represents
the rust of their coin as
becoming a canker that should
produce
gangrenes
and
phagedenous ulcers in their
flesh, until it should be eaten
away from their bones.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPtaMgqOwL4
&feature=channel
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“Ye have heaped treasure
together” This verse is variously
pointed. The word , fire, is
added here from that clause; so
that the whole verse reads
thus: "Your gold and your silver
is cankered; and the rust of
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IS YOUR NAME IN HIS BOOK?

them shall be a witness
against you, and shall
consume your flesh. Ye
have treasured up FIRE
against the last days."
This is a bold and fine
image: instead of the
treasures of corn, wine,
and oil, rich stuffs, with
silver and gold, which ye
have been laying up, ye
shall find a treasure, a
magazine of fire, that
shall burn up your city,
and consume even your
temple. This was literally
true; and these solemn
denunciations of divine
wrath
were
most
completely fulfilled.”
See the notes at Matt 24, where
all the circumstances of this
tremendous
and
final
destruction
are
particularly
noted.

By the last days we are not to understand the day of judgment, but the last days of the Jewish
commonwealth, which were not long distant from the date of this letter, whether we follow
the earlier or later computation, of which enough has been spoken in the preface. 13
God has judged these supercilious elites’ who think they are privileged because of their
wealth. The forces of darkness that they are unleashing against the world will backfire against
them.

"Art thou become like unto us?"
Isaiah 14:10
What must be the apostate professor's doom when his naked soul appears before God? How
will he bear that voice, "Depart, ye cursed; thou hast rejected me, and I reject thee; thou hast
played the harlot, and departed from Me: I also have banished thee for ever from my presence,
and will not have mercy upon thee." What will be this wretch's shame at the last great day
when, before assembled multitudes, the apostate shall be unmasked? See the profane, and
13

(from Adam Clarke's Commentary, Electronic Database. Copyright © 1996, 2003, 2005, 2006 by
Biblesoft, Inc. All rights reserved.)
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sinners who never professed religion, lifting themselves up from their beds of fire to point at
him. "There he is," says one, "will he preach the gospel in hell?" "There he is," says another,
"he rebuked me for cursing, and was a hypocrite himself!" "Aha!" says another, "here comes a
psalm-singing Methodist--one who was always at his meeting; he is the man who boasted of
his being sure of everlasting life; and here he is!" No greater eagerness will ever be seen
among satanic tormentors, than in that day when devils drag the hypocrite's soul down to
perdition. Bunyan pictures this with massive but awful grandeur of poetry when he speaks of
the back-way to hell. Seven devils bound the wretch with nine cords, and dragged him from the
road to heaven, in which he had professed to walk, and thrust him through the back-door into
hell. Mind that back-way to hell, professors! "Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith."
Look well to your state; see whether you be in Christ or not. It is the easiest thing in the world
to give a lenient verdict when oneself is to be tried; but O, be just and true here. Be just to all,
but be rigorous to yourself. Remember if it be not a rock on which you build, when the house
shall fall, great will be the fall of it. O may the Lord give you sincerity, constancy, and
firmness; and in no day, however evil, may you be led to turn aside.
The truth will never be told until more people wake up. It was a good show but it’s so sad
that the elites utilize symbols like this which many wish to believe in, into their own deviate,
self-serving control and the public remain in the darkness of their intentions.
What is their intention? They want to change the political and religious systems of our nation.
These globalists are all Babylonian goddess and gods worshippers.

Rev 9:20-21 --“And the rest of the men which were not killed by these
plagues yet repented not of the works of their hands, that they should
not worship devils, and idols of gold, and silver, and brass, and stone,
and of wood: which neither can see, nor hear, nor walk: 21 Neither
repented they of their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor of their
fornication, nor of their thefts.” KJV
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GOD BLOWS THE COVER OF
STATUE’S OF LIBERTY

The Body of Christ is facing the most
horrendous, Satanic and demonic greater
confrontation than at any other time in
history. It will be a time of intensified
spiritual warfare where demons will
manifest themselves and will fight in
direct confrontation with God=s people.
The Lord Jesus told us in (Matt. 10:22),
"And ye shall be hated of all men for. My
name's sake: but he that endureth to the
end shall be saved." And then in (Matt.
6:33), He said, "But seek ye first the
kingdom of God and His righteousness .
..@

Contemplating the
Second Return of
Jesus Christ
by Pastor Pat Holliday on February 22,
2010
The ones who saw Jesus Christ’s ascension following his death, burial and resurrection, heard the
announcement from the angels saying that “why gaze ye into the heavens, this same Jesus as you see
going up will return in like manner”. Jesus Christ will literally return to this earth on a Shekinah glory
cloud as King of Kings and Lord of Lords and rule for one thousand years.

ITS COMING . . . ARE YOU READY?

http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
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•

Angel In the Whirlwind
Pat Holliday, Ph.D.
Today there is a special onslaught of (Chaotic) deceiving spirits upon the Church of
Christ, the fulfillment of the prophecy which the Holy Spirit expressly made known to
the Church through the Apostle Paul, that a great deceptive onslaught would take place in
the Later Times. Since the utterance of the prophecy, more than eighteen hundred years
have passed by, but the special manifestation of evil spirits in the deception of believers
today, points unmistakably to the fact that we are at the close of the age. And every spirit
that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God: and this is that
spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should come; and even now already is it
in the world. (1 Jn. 4:3).
This is a teaching deliverance manual concerning The Angel in the Whirlwind ~ The
Spirit of the Antichrist. A new world empire will rise out of the ashes of the old world
chaos. This New World Government and New Universal Religion’s spiritual power will
come from the Sea and out of the Earth. It will consist of Satan’s anointing giving his
authoritative power to his son, a man who is united with a group of secretive, depraved,
cabalistic men. It will join the iniquity of the masses and idol worship into a world
witchcraft driven religion. The Red Dragon is setting the world’s stage for his great
magical deception for the spirit of the Antichrist to arise up out of the Sea. Biblical
scholars argue that a man that will be possessed by this demonic principality The Angel in
the Whirlwind that will arise from this same sea. The prophets, Daniel, Isaiah, Micah, etc
witnessed the future and saw the son of Satan. Apostle John stood on the sands of the sea
and saw a vision of the spirit of Abbadon, the Beast arise from the Sea.
$8.00
Buy Now
http;//www.miracleinternetchurch.com
Pat Holliday, Ph.D.
9252 San Jose Blvd., 2804
Jacksonville, Florida 32252
904 733 8318
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Remnant Resource Network
HOME PAGE RESOURCES

Pat Holliday Page
Pat has spent several decades in selfless effort to help people not only in the USA
but other nations too.
She has spent her life helping people to find Jesus Christ as Savior, Lord, and
Deliverer.
Please help Pat today, in any way you can.
Pat's websites:
Pat's Facebook page
Miracle Internet Church
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